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Possibility of surface matching using Hopfield's neural network 

In the last decade the usefulness of neural networks (NN) in engineering and commerce has 
been widely developed. 

On the satellite images the different tasks such as cloud, ice, sea-surface thermal feature 
tracking, spatial resolution improvement, pattern classification etc. have been applied, using 
neuron networks. 

In digital photograrnmeuy neural networks have been used, at first, in solution of stereo vision 
problem cal led stereo matching and to other tasks such as detection, location of object from mobile 
mapping data and another. 

This paper presents an idea of using Hopfield's neural network (HNN) to solve the surface 
matching problem. First of all the energy function (or cost function) of surface matching would be 
provided. For this purpose all constraint conditions with the target (or goal) of surface matching 
will be combined into energy function, which can be applied by Hopfield's neural network in 
determining the optimal surface matching problem. 

INTRODUCTION 

Surface matching is a fundamental task that must be solved, whenever we want to 
compare or merge data sets describing surface of same terrain. For performing surface 
matching the target functions are, in practice, established [10); and the process of matching 
surfaces could be realized on the basic [2]. 

In the last years there has been an increasing interest in using artificial neural networks 
for different tasks in remote sensing and digital photogrammetry. The basic of neural 
network theory could be found in [8, 9). 

The Hopfield's neural network (HNN) is one of the sorts of recurrent networks. Neural 
network, in general, or Hopfield's neural network. in particular, have been found in 
engineering, commerce and other application, where we have to solve optimization 
problem [4]. The principle of theory and computation methods of optimization problem can 
be found in literature as [13). 
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On the sequential satellite images, HNN has been applied to cloud, ice and sea-surface 
thermal features tracking [l]; land cover targets identifying at the subpixel scale 
(super-resolution) [11]. The other applications of NN on satellite images for different tasks 
such as spatial resolution improvement, pattern classification etc. were given in many 
publications [14, 15, 16]. 

In digital photogramrnetry the problem of stereovision is the basic task to represent the 
best three-dimensional description of the locations of the objects. The strategy of stereo 
matching using artificial neural network has been a main of the investigation directions. In 
last decade the HNN used to stereo matching have been realized on the four layers so-called 
feature detecting, pattern matching, stereo fusion and compound decision layer [6]. Other 
solutions of using HNN for orienting stereo pairs, detection and location of objects from 
mobile mapping image, automated name placement for point feature in cartography were 
presented in [3, 5, 12]. 

In this paper the proposed approach for surface matching using HNN constructed on 
data sets derived by different sensor images such as Aerial, LIDAR, SAR, IFS AR and other 
one have been developed. The first surface created from point data set obtained by accurate 
measurements, considered as a pattern, is generated in TIN model (or DEM model). The 
second by measurements, for example, of LIDAR, SAR. .. treated as a candidate, is divided 
into quadrilateral models. The correspondence problem between normal vectors (as the 
features) of the two single TIN model and quadrilateral models is formulated as the 
minimization of energy function. This energy function defines the surface matching 
problem to be solved by HNN, which includes the goal of matches and imposed constraints. 
The neurons being interconnected and matches being done simultaneously, HNN finds 
global solution of the optimization problem. 

1. Hopfield's neural network 

To use and understand the Hopfield' s neural network some general information of 
model are presented. 

1.1.Generalized neuron model 

Neural networks are the modern calculation systems that process information on the 
base as mimicking the human brain. Fundamental element of neural network model 
proposed by McCulloch in 1943 is summing input signals with corresponding weights and 
giving obtained sum under the operation of activation function (Fig.l). In effect output 
signal i of neuron is written as follows: 
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~ lol for X;>O y; = f (~ W;jUj + W;o) = f(x;) = 
j = 1 otherwise 

where: uj (j = l, 2, ... ,m) - input signals, wu - synaptic weights (interconnection strengths 
between neurons i, j), y; - output signals, w;0 - threshold value,!(.)- the activation function. 

(1) 

u, 
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f(x,) 

Y, 

Fig. I. Neuron model 

On the beginning of using neural network the activation functions were in unit type (1). 
Currently, we apply the continuous nonlinear activation function named sigmoid unipolar 
function (2) or bipolar (hyperbolic tangent) (3) 

1 
f,,(x;) = ~ 

1 + exp(,_,.x;) 

J& (x;) = tgh({3. x;) 

(2) 

(3) 

where: {3 - steepness of the function 
The sigmoid function has special feature of its differential. For the case of the unipolar 

function we have 

df,,(x;) 
-d- = {3f,,(x;)[l - f,,(x;)] 

X; 
(4) 

and in the case of bipolar function 

d:;) = {3[1 - Jl(x;)] (5) 

The graphs of unipolar and bipolar activation functions are presented in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The graphs of unipolar (a) and bipolar (b) activation function 

On dependence of connecting neurons and of their mutual operation there are different 
types of network. Every type of neural network is tied with its corresponding method of 
weight learning [8, 9]. 

1.2. Ho p fi e 1 d ' s n e u r a I n et w o r k 

Hopfield's neural network is a sort of recurrent network [8]. It is commonly used to 
solve the behavior of such an array of electronic components that can be derived from 
Kirchoff's current law [4] in the differential equation: 

du; U; m 

- = - - + L, WiJYi + I; 
dt T i~ I 

(6) 

where: u; - total weighted input signal at neuron i, t - the time evolution of each neuron i, 
r - constant for neuron i, Yi = f(ui) - output signal - neuron that is a function of the u;, 
I; - external bias on neuron i, w;i - the synaptic weights (interconnection strengths) from 
neuron j to neuron i, m - number of neurons in the network. 

The set of differential equations (6) described the time evolution of the network. From 
a set of initial neuron output the state Yi of the network varies with time until convergence to 
a stable state where neuron output stops varying with time. The weights and biases 
determine the neuron outputs at this stable state. The stable state of the network correspond 
consequently to the local minimum of the Lapunov's energy function E [4, 12]: 

(7) 

In the convergence process the value E always decreases with regardless of the 
determined weights w;i and the input biases I; (the initial state of network). Basing on the 
equation (6) (7) the system of equations describing the dynamics (rate of change of neuron 
input) of the Hopfield's network can be rewritten: 
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du; JE 
dt dy; 

After doing differential of equation (7) we obtain the net value of i-th neuron as: 

(Sa) 

du; 
dt 

,,, 
L,WiJYJ + I; 
j=I 

(Sb) 

If the weights w;1 and biases I; are arranged such that they represent an energy function 
with minimum of energy occurring at the stable state of the network the Hopfields network 
can be used for energy minimization problem. The energy function describing the 
minimization problem has to be presented correctly and reached to minimum at the 
solution. In practical application, for determining optimal weights of network the 
calculation method based on the Lapunov' s energy function (7) will be used. For concrete 
task of problem the target function will be accurately established. It is considered as the 
weight function. Through its comparing with the common form of the energy function we 
can obtain the equation system by which the values of weight will be determined. 

If we like to determine Hopfield's network value HV;1 of the i-th row and j-th column 
neuron (Fig. 4) we can transform equation (Sb) to ready formula following [12]: 

(Sc) 

The details of HNN have been presented in [4]. 

2. Surface matching problem 

Surface matching problem is represented as follows: there are two sets of point obtained 
with different sensors but describing the same physical surface. In general, the points of two 
sets are in different reference systems and different distribution and are not identical. Our 
task depends on the comparing, merging surface data taken from two sets of points. The 
solution of this task is known as surface matching. Suppose further that between two sets 
there is an existence of mathematical, simply 3D similarity transformation. To use the 
Hopfield's neural network for surface matching problem, first we have to build the target 
function as a component of energy function, which is mathematically connected between 
the two sets of points. Inside of target function (as a component of total energy function) it is 
necessary to combine all the other evaluations (constraints) into total energy function. It is 
a system to evaluate the overall fitness between features of two sets. Minimum of total 
energy corresponds to a set of good matches. 

In applications [3, 5. 11], an energy function describing mathematically the problem of 
matching surface is coded into Hopfield's neural network which converges to minimum of 
energy function. 
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2.1. Feature si mi I ar i ty

Suppose surface patches of set S 1 in TIN models as a pattern were generated (Fig. 3a).
The equation of planar surface patch (triangle) is expressed as

AX + BY + CZ + D = O (9) 

where A, B, C, D - coefficients calculated on the base of co-ordinates of three nodes of
triangle.

TheA, B, Care the co-ordinates of normal vectorN ofTIN, i.e., N= [AB Ct. Similarly,
in the set S2 as a candidate we divide it into group per four points (Fig. 3b). The quadrilateral
has independent four triangles with their corresponding norrnal vectors. The co-ordinates of
four normal vectors were also calculated on the base of Eq. (9).

a)
S1 

b) 

S2 

Fig. 3. Normal vectors of TIN models in set SI (a) and of quadrilateral models in set S2 (b)

In this paper we consider the chosen points, surface patches and normal vectors as the
features for correspondence and transformation. The problem of matching entire surfaces is
due to the correspondences of quadrilateral model in set S2 with TIN model in set S l. If any
quadrilateral model in set S2 could be belonged to certain TIN model of set S 1, the their
normal vectors would be equal each to other. The target function is based on the minimizing
co-ordinates differences of two normal vectors:

V = (sRN,1 + R0) - N; (10)

where V= [ vA,iJ Vs,;J Vc,;1] T - the residuals in co-ordinate of two norrnal vectors; s - scale
factor, R - the orientation matrix of two reference systems, N,1 = [A11 B11 C,JT - the normal
vector oft-th triangle inj-th quadrilateral (t = 1, 2, 3, 4;j = 1, 2, 3, ... l ... n), R0 = [X0 Y0 ZS 
- the translation vector of two reference systems of set S 1 and S2, N; = [A; B; C;t - the
normal vector of i-th TIN in set Sł (i= 1, 2, 3 ... k ... m). 

Suppose small rotation angles dto, dip, dx and small scale factor ds the equation (10)
will be written in the scale form as follows:
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ds 

-~ 

dX 

['"iJ ~Ao 
e, ej o -1 o dep 

( [i: l [ ł ])Va,ij = e, A,j o -ej o -1 dw +
Vc,;J ej o -A,j s, o o dX0 

dY0 

dZo 
(11) 

The values vA,iJ u8,;j Vc,;j are the residuals of co-ordinates of normal vectors, obtained 
after transformation. They represent the differences between features. The average 
discrepancy between fitted features (mean square difference - MSD) can be computed as: 

4

MSD,j = L, (v~,ij + v1,;j + vL) 
t = I 

(12) 

For every quadrilateral in the set S2 we have 12 equations in the form (11) to determine 
7 unknowns. Basing on the principle of least squares solution to obtain the best fit between 
features the transformation can be solved by minimizing the sum of the squares residual. 

2.2. Ho p fi e I d n e u r a I n et w o r k s o I u t i o n f o r s ur fa c e m at c h i n g 

Two-dimensional array U, can be constructed to present all of the possible 
matches between the features T in set S 1 and features q in set S2. The rows 
of array represent i features (i =l, 2, 3, ... k, ... m) of normal vectors of TIN models. 
The columns of array represent j features (j =l, 2, 3, ... l, ... n) of normal vectors 
of quadrilateral models in the S2 (Fig.4) 

a) S2 b) @··@ ·®··®·@s, q, ~ q3 qn 

T, 1 o o o o @ 
T2 o o o o '-1 

® (])- 0
T3 o o 

o o @ @. 
Tm o o @· ......... ...... ···<3
Fig. 4. A two-dimensional array of features (a) and of neural network (b) 

The number 1 in the array (Fig. 4a) means selected points in the correspondence 
between T and q. On the contrary, number O means without a correspondence. 
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By application of Hopfields neural network for matching corresponding features 
of two sets. the neurons would be also arranged in two-dimensional array similar to 
(Fig. 4b). In (Fig.4b) there are m and n neurons in row and column, respectively. The 
values of neurons can be O or 1. They represent negative or positive correspondence, 
res pecti vel y. 

The equation (7) for a 2D neuron array in Fig. 4 can be now expressed in the new form: 

(13) 

They in equation (13) describes the state of the neuron array and w is the connection 
strength (weight) between neurons, and / is a constant input (bias). 

2.2.1. Building energy function of surface matching 

In order to define the energy function, we describe the problem of surface matching as 
the sum of constraint conditions and the optimal goal (target) as follows [l, 3, 11]: 

Energy = Constraints + Goal (14) 

When the energy function is arranged in this particular way. the constraints become a part of 
the minimization process, which means that the constraints do not need to be treated 
separately. just weighted by their importance to the problem. The Hopfield's network 
process finds the minimum energy that represents a compromise between the goal and the 
constraints. In our problem the constraints and goal are following: 

A. Constraint conditions: 
l) one-to-one match constraint: every group of four points (quadrilateral) belongs 

only to one surface patch (triangle) of TIN. 
2) orientation consistence constraint: It means that after performing transformation 

of surface S2 into S l every feature has same orientation. 
B. Optimal goal is based on the feature similarity: It means two features are exactly 

similar each to other; the mean square differences are minima. 
Al. One-to-one match constraint: 
Looking at the Fig. 4 we can consider that for every row and column there is only one 

neuron with positive configuration (number 1). It means that the connection strength 
(weight) between neurons in each row will be equal to l for i= k andj i:- l, but equal to O in 
others. Similarly, we examined the weight in each column. The sum of energy in rows and 
columns can be represented as follows: 

m n m n m n m 11 

Ee= E, + E2 = L, L, L, L,Yijl\J~jktYkt + L, L, L, L,YiiwtktYkl (15) 
i=lj=lk=lf=I i=lj=lk=ll=I 
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where: 11 for i= k,j i= l ) ,. 
W··kl =O otherwise · 11 

· 

f 1
0 

for j = !, i i= k) l otherwise

A2. Orientation consistence
If pair of feature in set S 1 and S2 is fitted together, it has an orientation similar to the

other a pairs of corresponding features. The orientation can be calculated by using equation
(11). The binary relationships of two matching pair can be classified as follows: when two
features j and l of set S2 is matched to corresponding features i, kin the set Sł, then
transformation orientation between}, land i, k should be consistent. It means the orientation
between feature k andj, i and lis the same as ik andjl (Fig.4 ). For the scale between feature
k and j, i and l or scale between vectors ik and jl the orientation consistence is same. The
relationship of neuron can be modeled by energy function as:

m n m n 

Eo= L, L, L, L,Yijwik!Ykl 
i=I j=I k=l l=l 

(16) 

0 -11 for i= j, k = l) where: wij,1 - O otherwise

B) Optimal goal: Feature similarity
Two features are similar; it means they have approximate values with a predefined

threshold. The values of two features may be shape, diameter, volume, area. and length. In
our problem the features are the normal vectors of planar surface (triangle, see equation 11 ). 
To confirm the good fitness of pairs of feature the mean square differences MDSu (Eq. 12) 
has to be calculated. It can not be larger than a predefined threshold T. If this condition
should be fulfilled, the energy could be decreased to minimum. The energy function for this
purpose is modeled as: -

,n n m n 

E, = L L,f(MSD;j - T)yij = L L,l}j v., 
i=lj=I i=lj=I 

(17) 

where: l'u = f(MSDij - T) = (Eq. 2) = fl for x > O)lo for X s o
Basing on the Eq. (14), (15), (16), (17) the total energy of Hopfields network is:

(18)

where: P1, P2• P0• P, - constants weighting the various energy parameters (price
coefficients).
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2.2.2. Feature correspondence 

Comparing Eq. 18 with (13) the obtained equation system is as follows: 

(19) 

By substituting Eq. (19) to Eq. (Sc) we can calculate the Hopfield value HV of the energy to 
determine the output i n the operation of each neuron (i, j) if 

HVu > O set the output of neuron ij to 1; 
HVu < O set the output of neuron ij to O; 
HVu = O Neuron ij remain unchanged. 

(20) 

The final state of the neuron array (Fig. 4b) represents the correspondence fitness 
between feature groups when system reaches the lowest energy. 

The automatic process of surface matching using Hopfield neural network can be 
represented on the working system schema as follows. 

dala Se! I 
isurtace 1/ 

Genera led 
i-. TIN models 

H Normal veclors f------. 
oi TIN models ,-o 

data Se! 2 
/surtace 2/ 

Genera led Normal veclors 
f---. quadrilateral f---. ol quadrileral 

models models 

HNN IO llnoing 
Vector H corresponding 

iranslormalion lealures !normal l 
vectors! Exact trans;ormat10n 

U lor conpulahon ol Checking /ioenlilying/ onenlallon elements 
f---. corresponding points 

in Set 1 and Set 2 
l Computation 

o! orientation 
elements 

Fig. 5. Workflow of feature correspondence in surface matching. 

As on the Fig. 5 we can consider that Hopfield neural network is a good tool of the 
decision for quickly determining a correspondence between two features from two sets. 

CONCLUSION 

Surface matching using Hopfield's neural network has a significant meaning in the 
cases when we like to merge and compare two surfaces of same object or terrain, 
represented by two data sets of points derived from different sensor images. In general, the 
two sets of the same physical surface are in different density, different reference systems 
and the points are not identical in two sets. For surface matching using Hopfield's neural 
network the surface created on the first data set has to be generated into the TIN models and 
the surface from second data set also has to be generated into quadrilateral models. The 
technique of surface matching using HNN has the advantage that the complex matching 
problem is solved in a simple way by minimization of the energy. The energy 
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function includes two constraint conditions so-called one-to-one match; orientation
consistency and the goal of transformation related with the minimization of target function.
The features applied to solve surface matching using HNN are the normal vectors of TIN 
model generated on the first data set (first feature group) and of quadrilateral models
generated on the second data set (second feature group). Basing on the condition (20) we
can confirm the best correspondence fitness between feature groups when system HNN 
reaches the lowest energy.

Surface matching using HNN do not only has been applied in merging two data sets of
same physical terrain for finding a deformation but also to be used to automatic navigation.
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Możliwość zastosowania sieci neuronowej Hoplield'a do spasowania powierzchni terenu

Streszczenie

Przy porównaniu dwóch powierzchni terenu, które są reprezentowane dwoma zbiorami danych punktów
otrzymanych z różnych sensorów tego samego obszaru wykorzystano sieć neuronową Hopfiel'da HNN
(Hopfield' s Neural Network) dla uzyskania rozwiązania optymalnego, tzn. kiedy funkcja energii tej sieci zdąża do
minimum. Funkcję tę wyznaczono z sumy warunków zapewniających jednoznaczność cech należących do
odpowiednich elementów powierzchni oraz z funkcji celu. Stabilny stan sieci HNN jest określony wówczas, gdy
funkcja energii dąży do minimum. W tak.im przypadku zadanie dopasowania dwóch powierzchni jest najlepsze.

Jl,001-t2 I.four Ke 

BoJMOJKHOCTII npHMCIICIIIUI ueiipounoii CCTII Xorupnrn.na JIJIJI np11cnoco6J1e1111J1
HOBCpXHOCTII MCCTHOCTII

PeJIOMe

CpaBHHBa5! JIBe nonepxaocr n MeCTHOCTH, npeACTaBJICHHblC npn UOMOll.lH nayx MHO)KeCTB )laHHl.,IX
nyI·IKTOB, UOJl)"leHHblX npn HCUOJll,JOBaHHH pa3HblX CCHCOpOB zina TOH-)Ke caMOH o6JJaCTl1, 61.,1na
ucnom.aouana 1-1ei1por1Hail cen, HNN Xondinm.na (Hopfield's Neural Network) nrm nonyseuua
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OnTHMaJlbHOro petueinot, B KOTOpOM ¢YHKUH5l 3HeprnH 3TOH cen! npeMHTC5l K Ml1HHMyM. 3Ta ¢YHKUH5l 

onpeneneua H3 CYMMLI ycJTOBHH oóecne-umaroumx O.QH03H3YHOCTb -repr 3JTeMeJHOB nosepxnocr«, 

a T3K)l(e H3 ¢YHKUHH ue.nu. CTa6HJTLHOe COCT05ll-nte cen! HNN ilBJT5leTC5l onpezienaer-n.u-t r orna, Korna 

¢YI·IKUH5! 3HeprnH CTpeMHTC51 K MHHHMyM. B TaKOM CJTyYae peurenne 3a)13'1H np11cnoco6JTCI·IH5l zmyx 

nosepxnocref nonysaerus ny-uue scero. 


